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About This Game

Unravel the mysterious undead curse in Haunted Legends: The Undertaker! A once-ordinary fishing village has been
transformed into a nightmarish landscape, as the recently buried rise from their graves! As a seasoned detective, it's up to you to

find the cause of these unnatural disturbances and put an end to them for good. Take on a chilling new case in this thrilling
Hidden Object adventure!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

A bonus game
Downloadable music tracks

Stunning art extras
Integrated Strategy Guide
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This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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You play as a detective summoned to a village by an urgent letter from a Mrs. Fisher. Apparently, her husband was given a
strange pendant by a mysterious dwarf named S.G. (While I realize these games are intended to stand on their own, one would
think that a detective taking these cases in sequence would know how dangerous that dwarf is.) All he wanted for the pendant
was a mirror. Mr. Fisher took the amulet, but refused to part with the mirror.

And now the recent dead are walking the streets, and Mr. Fisher has\u2026 changed. And as the local undertaker, that could be
very bad.

The plot is interesting, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames engaging. Get the bundle for best results. All four games are
decent.. As a fan of HOGs and point and clicks, I would highly recommend to give this entire Haunted Legends series a pass.
They are clunky and the puzzle solving is kind of infuriating. You think you've solved the puzzle to open a door for example,
but, nope, that was just the first part. Now you have to figure out how to open the second part of the lock. With items not yet in
your inventory. And a LOT of running around, like more than usual. I also found this particualr game (the undertaker) crashed a
lot, and each time due to some run time errors.
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